We report on the long-term monitoring campaign of the black hole candidate IGR J17091−3624 performed with INTEGRAL and Swift during the peculiar outburst started on January 2011. We have studied the two month spectral evolution of the source in detail. Unlike the previous outbursts, the initial transition from the hard to the soft state in 2011 was not followed by the standard spectral evolution expected for a transient black hole binary. IGR J17091−3624 showed pseudo periodic flare-like events in the light curve, closely resembling those observed from GRS 1915+105. We find evidence that these phenomena are due to the same physical instability process ascribed to GRS 1915+105. Finally we speculate that the faintness of IGR J17091−3624 could be not only due to the high distance of the source but to the high inclination angle of the system as well.
INTRODUCTION
The Black Hole Candidate (BHC) IGR J17091−3624 was discovered by INTEGRAL/IBIS during a Galactic Centre observation on 2003 April 14-15 (Kuulkers et al. 2003) . At the onset of the discovery outburst, the source showed a hard spectrum with a flux of about ∼20 mCrab in the 40-100 keV energy range. The analysis of IBIS, JEM-X, and RXTE/PCA data of the whole outburst (Capitanio et al. 2005; Lutovinov & Revnivtsev 2003; Lutovinov et al. 2005) revealed an indication of a hysteresis-like behaviour. The presence of a hot disc blackbody emission component during the softening of the X-ray emission of the source was also unveiled.
After the INTEGRAL discovery, IGR J17091−3624 was searched in the archival data of both TTM-KVANT and BeppoSAX/WFC (in 't Zand et al. 2003) . In the former archive, one outburst was discovered dating back to 1994 and reaching a flux of 10 mCrab in the 3-30 keV energy band; the analysis of BeppoSAX/WFC data revealed that a second outburst had occurred in 2001, reaching a flux of 14÷20 mCrab (2-10 keV).
IGR J17091−3624 lies at 9.6 ′ from another transient Xray binary, IGR J17098-3628, discovered on 2005 March 24 (Grebenev et al. 2005) when it underwent a 4 year long outburst (Capitanio et al. 2009a) . On 2006 August 29 and 2007 February 19 , two XMM-Newton observations of the region around these two sources were performed. While IGR J17098-3624 was detected ⋆ E-mail: fiamma.capitanio@iasf-roma.inaf.it in a relatively bright state in both observations, IGR J17091−3624 was not detected and an X-ray upper limit of 7×10 32 erg s −1 was obtained (assuming a distance of 8 kpc; Capitanio et al. 2009a ).
The refined position of IGR J17091−3624 provided by Kennea & Capitanio (2009) ruled out the tentative radio counterpart previously proposed for the source (Rupen et al. 2003; Pandey et al. 2006) . A re-analysis of the archival radio observations performed 9 days after the source discovery by IBIS in 2003, enabled the identification of a faint transient radio source (submJy level at 5 GHz) that showed a flux increase in the subsequent two weeks and an inverted spectrum, a signature of a compact jet (Capitanio et al. 2009a) . This was consistent with the Low/Hard spectral state ( hereafter LHS) observed by INTEGRAL in the same period (Capitanio et al. 2005) . The source behaviour during the 2007 observation campaign was typical of a BHC in outburst, even if the relatively low X-ray flux of the source ( 0.5-10 keV peak flux of ∼2 ×10 −9 erg cm −2 s −1 ) hindered a detailed spectral evolution study (Capitanio et al. 2009a) .
At the end of January 2011 the Swift/BAT hard X-ray transient monitor reported a renewed activity from IGR J17091−3624. The source flux increased from 20 mCrab on January 28 up to 60 mCrab on February 3 in the energy range 15-50 keV Krimm & Kennea 2011) . The corresponding XRT spectrum obtained with a ToO observation was well described by an absorbed power law with a photon index of 1.73±0.29 (Krimm & Kennea 2011 ). On 2011 February 7, the region around IGR J17091−3624 was also observed by the IBIS/ISGRI and JEM-X telescopes on board the INTEGRAL satellite. The estimated source flux in the 20-100 keV energy range was 120 mCrab. The combined ISGRI+JEM-2 F. Capitanio et al. X spectrum (5-200 keV) could be well described by an absorbed cut-off power law model with a photon index of ∼1.4 and a high energy cutoff of about 110 keV. This suggested that the source was in LHS (Capitanio et al. 2011) .
Follow-up radio observations carried out with the ATCA telescope measured a flat spectrum (Torres et al. 2011; Corbel et al. 2011; Rodriguez et al. 2011b ) associated with self absorbed compact jets, as expected in accreting black holes in the LHS. Later on, Rodriguez et al. (2011b) reported also on the detection of a discrete jet ejection event usually observed when a BHC undergoes a transition from the Hard Intermediate State ( hereafter HIMS) to the Soft Intermediate State ( hereafter SIMS). A 0.1 Hz QPO, increasing in frequency with the source flux and spectral softening, was revealed by both Rodriguez et al. (2011a) and Shaposhnikov (2011) . These findings motivated a long monitoring campaign that was carried out with Swift/XRT, starting on February 28. The XRT observations were planned to be simultaneous with the INTEGRAL pointings already scheduled in the direction of the source, in order to ensure the broadest possible energy coverage (0.3-200 keV) during the entire outburst.
As reported by Del Santo et al. (2011) , on February 28 the XRT+IBIS joint spectrum resulted in a typical High Soft State (HSS) shape, with a prominent disc black body component (kTin ∼1keV) and a power-law photon index of 2.2±0.2. No highenergy cut-off was present up to 200 keV. On 2011 March 14 (MJD 55634) a ∼ 10 mHz QPO was detected in a 3.5 ks RXTE observation (Altamirano et al. 2011b) . One week later, RXTE/PCA showed a continuous progression of quasi-periodic flare-like events occurring at a rate between 25 and 30 mHz. This kind of variability resembles the "heartbeat" variation observed in the Black Hole (BH) binary GRS 1915+105 (Altamirano et al. 2011c; Pahari et al. 2011a,b) . Altamirano et al. (2011d) reported a detailed study of the behaviour of the flare-like events of IGR J17091−3624 during the first 180 days of the outburst. This study classified the different types of flares with the same scheme used by Belloni et al. (2000) for GRS 1915+105.
In this paper we report on the Swift and INTEGRAL data analysis of the new outburst of IGR J17091−3624 started at the end of January 2011.
DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS
The XRT ToO follow-up observations were performed, when possible, simultaneously to the INTEGRAL ones (Capitanio et al. 2011) . INTEGRAL data were collected in the framework of the Galactic bulge observations 1 (public data) and the open time observation of the RX J1713.7-3946 field. Due to the long duration of the outburst, Swift/XRT data were collected also in the period in which the region around IGR J17091−3624 became unobservable by IN-TEGRAL. In this paper we made use of the whole available data set of INTEGRAL and Swift observations performed from 28 January to 14 August 2011.
The XRT observations were taken in window timing mode in order to avoid the pile-up effects. Each observation was composed of two or more segments. We reported only the analysis of the first segments of all XRT observations, since the other segments were always consistent with the first segments of each observation. For the XRT data analysis we followed standard pro-1 http://integral.esac.esa.int/BULGE cedures (Burrows et al. 2005 ) and the technique summarized in Bozzo et al. (2009) . XRT light curves and the hardness-intensity diagrams were obtained from the XRT data extracting two different energy ranges, 0.3-4 keV and 4-10 keV.
For the INTEGRAL data analysis, we used the latest release of the standard Offline Scientific Analysis, OSA version 9.0, distributed by the ISDC (Courvoisier et al. 2003 ) and the latest response matrices available. In particular, the IBIS response matrices were produced using the closest available Crab observations to the 2011 outburst of IGR J17091−3624. Our INTEGRAL analysis was focused on ISGRI (Lebrun et al. 2003) , the low-energy detector of the γ-ray telescope IBIS ) and on the X-ray monitor JEM-X (Lund et al. 2003) . Unfortunately, due to the INTEGRAL observing strategy combined to the small JEM-X field of view (FOV), IGR J17091−3624 was not in the JEM-X FOV in most of the observations. During the INTEGRAL observations both JEM-X modules were switched on. However, for the data analysis we used the second module (JEM-X2) and checked the consistency with module 1. The ISGRI and JEM-X spectra were extracted in 20-200 keV and 3-20 keV, respectively. A systematic error of 2% was taken into account for spectral analysis (see also Jourdain et al. 2008) .
Details on all the Swift and INTEGRAL data analysed in this paper are given in Table 1 (columns 1-4). The spectral and timing analysis have been performed with HEASOFT 6.9 package. In particular, the periods of the flare-like events were calculated with the FTOOL efsearch. The rms values were estimated from the source light-curves by using an ad hoc developed tool and the IDL Astronomy User's Library procedures 2 . For the rms calculation, we divided the light curves, extracted in 1 s bins, into 140 s chunks. For each segment we computed the fractional rms after subtracting the expected white noise. We then estimated the fractional rms of the light curves and its uncertainty from the average and standard deviation of the single determinations. The effective frequency range over which the rms is integrated is therefore 0.007-0.5. Table 1 : Observations log and spectral parameters of the outburst evolution. Note: all the errors are at 90% confidence level. N is the label of each XRT observation associated to the points of Figure 11 and Figure 5 ; ID is the XRT observation number; Date is the date of the XRT observation; rms is the value of the root-mean-square amplitude of each XRT observations averaged in an interval between 0.007 and 0.5 Hz. INTEGRAL REV indicates, when available, the revolution number of INTEGRAL simultaneous observations; T in is the inner temperature of the diskbb model in XSPEC; NORM diskbb is the normalization of the diskbb model proportional to the square of the inner disc radius square; Γ is the power law photon index and Ec is the high energy cut off; FLUX (2−10)keV is the unabsorbed flux between 2 and 10 keV. 
RESULTS
The 2011 outburst of IGR J17091-3624 can be divided in two main phases: during the first one, the source underwent the typical sequence of events of a transient BH in outburst (described in Section 3.1); during the second part, it exhibited "heartbeat" variability previously observed only in GRS 1915+105 (Sections 3.2 and 3.3). Finally, a detailed study on the presence of a Compton reflection component and iron line upper limit are given in Section 3.4.
The initial phases of the outburst
The outburst of IGR J17091−3624 started on MJD∼55598 (Figure 1 ) and in about 12 days the X-ray flux of the source (2-10 keV) increased of about 70%. During this starting phase, the Swift and INTEGRAL simultaneous data, when available, could be well fit by an absorbed cutoff power-law model. The source showed a typical hard state spectrum and the photon index and high-energy cutoff remained consistent within the errors (Γ ∼1.5, Ec ∼100 keV, see Table1 for details). The equivalent hydrogen column density value was consistent with the one reported by Krimm & Kennea (2011) , NH =(1.1±0.3)×10 22 cm −2 . Figure 2 shows the combined XRT-ISGRI unfolded LHS spectrum along with the residuals expressed in terms of sigmas (MJD=55603.2, observation n o 6 in Table 1 ). On MJD∼55610.2, the source displayed evidence for a beginning of a spectral transition to the softer state. The flux continued to increase more rapidly: ∼100% from the observation n o 12 until the observation n o 15 (about 6 days). But, this time, a significant softening of the hard X-ray spectrum (see i. e. bottom panel of Figure 1 ) was observed, together with a drop in the hard X-ray flux. Table 1 ).
During the transition the spectra became steeper and in about two days the fit required a multicolor disc blackbody component ( modeled with diskbb in XSPEC, Mitsuda et al. 1984, hereafter MDBB) . Figure 3 shows two spectra extracted at the intermediate hardness values (HR∼0.2, observation n o 13 and n o 14). An acceptable fit to these spectra could be obtained by using an absorbed cutoff power law model). Adding the MDBB component, the F-test probability of a chance improvement is 7% and 0.4%, for the observations n o 13 and n o 14, respectively. Thus it is reasonable to add a MDBB component only to the second spectrum. The obtained spectral parameters of the spectrum n o 14 are compatible with the intermediate spectral states of a BHC (see e. g. and Remillard & McClintock (2006) and references therein). During this transition from the hard to the soft state, the inner temperature of the MDBB component (kTin) increased from 0.3 keV (observation n o 14) to ∼1 keV (observations n o 15÷16), while its normalization decreased significantly 3 . At the end of the transition to the soft state (observation n o 16), the disc temperature reached a value of about 1 keV, while the power law photon index reached ∼2.1, with no cutoff detectable up to about 200 keV (see Table 1 for details). The fractional rms amplitude of the X-ray emission from IGR J17091−3624 as measured by XRT data decreased from previous values (25÷30%) up to about 4÷5% (see Figure 5) . Thus, as also reported by Del Santo et al. (2011) , the source is probably in the HSS. In the following 65 days (until observation n o 42) the spectral characteristics of the source showed no significant variability. Figure 4 shows the unfolded spectrum of IGR J17091−3624 after the transition (observation n o 33). The fit to these data was obtained with an absorbed MDBB plus a simple power law component. No Compton-reflection from the disc surface and no iron line models were required by the data even though these components are usually expected to be very strong in the canonical soft state of BH binaries (Gierlinsky et al. 1999 ).
On MJD=55655.8 (observation n o 34) a short flare, reaching a peak flux of 3×10 −9 erg cm −2 s −1 (2-10 keV) was detected. Table 1 . Bottom spectrum: observation n o 14 in Table 1 .
No significant changes in the spectral properties of the source were detected during this event.
3.2 The appearance of the "heartbeat" Figure 5 shows the fractional rms amplitude as a function of the hardness ratio, hereafter HR 4 . As mentioned above, during the transition from the hard to the soft state, the fractional rms and the HR decreased as expected by a typical transient BH entering the HSS ).
However, from observation n o 26 the fractional rms amplitude moved away from the expected values and started to increase and decrease rapidly with a chaotic behaviour (see e. g. Figure 5 ). The rapid increases correspond to the observations in which the quasi-periodic flare-like events are detected in the light curves (the "heartbeat" in analogy with GRS 1915+105, see also Section 1). As an example, Figure 6 shows a zoom of the light curve of one of the XRT observations in which the "heartbeat" is detected. The "heartbeat" oscillations vary in intensity and in hardness; in some observations they are not detected at all (in these cases lower values of the fractional rms amplitude are measured). No significative variations can be observed in the spectra of each XRT observation Table 1 . The time bin is 1 s and the start time is MJD=55640.5.
with or without the presence of the "heartbeat". We also observed that the flare-like events lose coherence and change their period with time. Figure 7 shows the evolution of the "heartbeat" period as a function of time. This behaviour is consistent with what observed with RXTE (Altamirano et al. 2011a,d) . The two panels of Figure 8 show the "heartbeat" period as a function of hardness and XRT count rate, respectively. No evident correlation between the periods of the flare-like events with the count rate or the HR has been found. The only peculiarity is the presence of a sort of "forbidden zone" in the possible period values (from ∼40 s to ∼65 s, Figures 7, 8) . For a detailed discussion of the different "heartbeat" states of IGR J17091−3624 see Altamirano et al. (2011d) . No significant detection of the "heartbeat" was found in the IBIS light curve because of the faintness of the source in the hard X-ray domain (20-200 keV) and the relatively poor statistics.
After MJD∼55690 (observations n o 43-44), the "heartbeat" was no longer detected and at the same time the flux in the 15-50 keV energy band started to increase again (see the BAT light curve in Figure 1 ). The spectral analysis of the observations collected during this period showed that the inner temperature of the MDBB component decreased down to ∼1 keV and a power-law component was also required in order to have an acceptable fit of the XRT spectra. In the previous observations, a power law component additional to MDBB was required only when XRT and IBIS data were fitted simultaneously. Between observations n o 37-41 the INTEGRAL data were unavailable, and thus we could not constrain the properties of the source emission in the hard X-ray domain.
On MJD=55705.6 (observation n o 49), the 15-50 keV light curve started to decrease again. Correspondingly, the soft XRT light curve increase significantly (see Figure 1 ) and the XRT spectra reached again approximately the same shape observed during the previously detected soft state. On the same date, MJD=55705.6, a second group of recurrent flare-like events appeared again in the light curves. At this time the flux variation of the flare events was less pronounced and less coherent, while the periods scanned approximately the same range than in the previous group of events (see Figure 7) . As Figure 1 shows, from MJD∼55730 until 55770 there was an increase of the XRT flux together with a sharp hardening. The consequence of the hardening in the XRT spectra are an increase of the inner disc temperature and a decrease of the normalization constant of the MDBB model, NORM, that reached values of about ∼18 (see Table 1 ). In particular NORM is proportional to the square of the apparent inner disc radius and to cosi, where i is the angle Table 1. between the disc and the observer (Mitsuda et al. 1984) . 5 Thus in order to obtain an inner radius with a plausible length, cosi should be very small. Simultaneously to the spectral hardening, the XRT light curves and the corresponding power spectra clearly showed that a third group of recurrent flare-like events started with a remarkably decreased period (see Figure 7) .
As an example, the four panels of Figure 9 show the XRT power spectra evolution, from MJD=55737.5 to MJD=55759.3 (observations n o 60÷64 ). This time interval corresponds to the reappearance of the flare-like events: at MJD=55737.3 (observation n o 60) there were no flare-like events and the power spectrum presented a power law like behaviour (panel a). On MJD=55741.6 the flare-like events started again and a prominent and broad feature appeared in the power spectrum shape (panels b and c). The frequency of this feature changed with time from ∼0.72 Hz to ∼0.22 Hz (panels d and e) .
The "heartbeat" is always detected during the final part of the Swift campaign with periods that span from about 3 s until 30 s. The energy spectra of each single XRT observation were fitted with the same model than before (absorbed multicolor disc black body plus a power law component). However, after the observation n o 65, the inner temperature of the MDBB component decreased from ∼1.5 keV to ∼1.3 keV (see Table 1 for details). The INTEGRAL observations, performed during revolution 1078 (MJD=55785.0), showed that the fit of the hard part of the spectrum is consistent with a simple power law component with a photon index of Γ=2.3±0.2 (see Figure 10) .
We also note that during the periods in which IGR J17091−3624 displayed evidence for the "heartbeat" phenomena, its spectral evolution remained trapped in the top left corner of the hardness-intensity diagram (hereafter HID; see Figure 11 ) and outlined no more the canonical path through the different spectral states expected from a BHC in outburst (the so called q-track).
5 The connection between the apparent inner disc radius and the inner radius itself is reported by Kubota et al. (1998) ).
Spectra from the "heartbeat"
In order to investigate the origin of the changes in the hardness ratio during the "heartbeat", we extracted XRT spectra in the time intervals corresponding to the highest (>60 ct/s) and lowest (<30 ct/s) count rates of the source spectra during the flaring activity. For these data, we performed a rate resolved analysis adding-up time intervals corresponding to the peaks and to the minima of the flare in each observation (note, however, that the hardening of the different peaks was not constant; see for example the HR behaviour in Figure 6 ). Because of the periodicity of the light curve, the rate resolved analysis overlaps with the phase resolved analysis.
A fit to the spectra was obtained by using an absorbed MDBB component. The spectral parameters at highest count rates indicated a higher inner disc temperature and a hint for a smaller inner disc radius (see Table 2 for details) than what measured at lower count rates. This behaviour is more evident in some observations of the first group of data showing recurrent flare like events (between MJD∼55630 and MJD∼55690), where the flux variation during the flares was more pronounced. In fact, unfortunately, due to the low data statistics, only in a few observations was it possible to constrain the MDBB normalization constant with enough confidence.
In the second group (from MJD∼55700 to MJD∼55730) the changes in the HR with the source count rates and the coherence of the "heartbeat" oscillation are less evident. We report in Table 2 the spectral parameters of three representative XRT observations selected at different time periods. The NH is fixed to be the same for the different phases of the same observations.
The unfolded phase-resolved spectra obtained for the XRT observation n o 30 (MJD=55640.5) are shown in Figure 12 . We found evidence that the flares are due to an oscillation of the inner disc boundary (Table 2) : at the peak of the flare the MDBB temperature (radius) is higher (smaller) with the disc approaching the BH event horizon. The opposite behaviour is observed during the minima of the flare. This is similar to what has been observed in the case of GRS 1915+105 (Neilsen et al. 2011) . The lower X-ray flux of IGR J17091−3624 with respect to GRS 1915+105, however, does not allow us to study the "heartbeat" in the same details. Theoretical studies suggest that this phenomenon is due to the LightmanEardley instability, a limit cycle in the inner accretion disc dominated by the radiation-pressure (Lightman & Eardley 1974; Nayakshin & Rappaport 2000; Szuszkiewicz & Miller 1998) . According to this interpretation, the inner part of the disc empties and refills with a timescales of seconds (Belloni et al. 1997) .
Reflection component
In order to investigate the presence of Compton-reflection component and the iron line in the spectra of IGR J17091−3624, we used the XRT, JEM-X and IBIS joint spectra showed in Figure 10 . In this case the spectral parameters revealed that IGR J17091−3624 is in the soft state (observation n o 33) when the highest contribution from the reflection component is expected (see e. g. Ross & Fabian 2007, and reference therein) . The model used to fit the data is an absorbed MDBB plus an exponentially cut-off power-law spectrum reflected by neutral material (pexrav in XSPEC; Magdziarz & Zdziarski 1995) .
Considering the distance of the source estimated by Pahari et al. (2011b) and Rodriguez et al. (2011b) , we took into account also the hypothesis that the source could belong to the Galactic halo and thus have a different metallicity with respect to the sources in the Galactic bulge, where normally LMXBs are con- centrated (Grimm et al. 2002) . No significant changes in the spectral fits were observed by leaving the metallicity of the reflecting medium free to vary. We thus assumed two different values of the metallicity, i.e. the solar one (the source belongs to Galactic bulge, Z/Z⊙ = 1) and Z/Z⊙ = 0.13 as reported by Frontera et al. (2001) for XTE J1118+480 which is a BH binary that lies at very high Galactic Latitudes. In both cases the estimated upper limit on the reflection component was of R=0.1, and the F-test probability indicated that there is not a clear evidence of a significant improvement in the χ 2 by adding this component (the F-test probability in the two cases was of 7% and 2%, corresponding to a detection significance of <2.0 σ and <2.5σ, respectively).
We also estimated an upper limit on the normalization of the iron line fixing the centroid of the line at 6.7 keV. We assumed a broad line with σ=0.7 keV as in the case of GRS 1915+105 (see e. g. Martocchia et al. 2002 , and references therein). The obtained upper limit on the equivalent width is EQ< 0.9 keV.
DISCUSSION
All the outbursts of IGR J17091−3624 observed before 2011 were fainter and poorly observed with respect to the last one. However the source, in the limit of the instruments capability, displayed the typical spectral and temporal evolution (Capitanio et al. 2005 (Capitanio et al. , 2009a expected from a canonical BHC (for details on the transient BHC outburst evolution see e.g., ). The "heartbeat" phenomenon appeared only during the last 2011 outburst. Indeed, using all the available archival XRT observations in the direction of IGR J17091−3624, we verified that no "heartbeat" was visible during the previous outbursts of the source.
We summarize here the initial evolution phases of the outburst occurred on 2011. The source underwent to a transition from the LHS to the HSS moving from the bottom right corner of the HID to the top left corner (Figure 11 , observations n o 1÷15): The upper spectrum was extracted during time intervals corresponding to the peaks of the flare-like events observed in this observation. The lower spectrum corresponds to the time intervals of the flares where the source count rate was a minimum. The two spectra were fit together with unabsorbed MDBB model (we constrained the N H to be the same for the two spectra and we let the other parameters to vary independently).
• during this transition, the source reached the intermediate states and the radio flare reported by Rodriguez et al. (2011b) should be the signature of the transition from the HIMS to the SIMS );
• the rms amplitude starting from values of about ∼30% in the LHS, decreased significantly reaching values that span from 6% to 2% (see Figure 5 and column n o 6 in Table 1 ); • the spectrum became softer with the presence of a prominent disc blackbody component (starting from observation n o 15) with the high energy cutoff no longer detectable up to 200 keV.
The source remained in the HSS for about 10 days (from MJD=55623.5 till MJD=55633.3). Starting from MJD=55635 the source followed no more the standard evolution of a transient BHC in outburst: the properties of the X-ray spectra in each observation showed no significant variability, while the source displayed a sudden atypical timing variability in the form of flare-like events occurring at a 33 s period ("heartbeat"). The X-ray emission at the peak of these flares is typically harder than the average source emission (see the third panel of Figure 6 ).
Starting from MJD=55692 we measured a progressive decrease of the MDBB inner temperature with a corresponding hardening of the source emission. At this time the flare-like events were no longer visible in the light curve. The hardening continued uninterrupted for about two days, then the inner temperature of the disc started to increase again, leading to a clear increase in the soft Xray flux and a decrease of the hard X-ray emission. At this epoch, the "heartbeat" became again visible.
The last part of the data analysed presented a short period oscillations (between 3 s and 30 s) and also a particularly hot inner disc temperature with a very small MDBB normalization constant that corresponds to a small apparent inner radius. Between MJD=55740 and MJD=55760, the 4-10 keV XRT flux increased significantly (a factor of 60%) . The peak in the 4-10 keV flux (see Figure 1) corresponds to a peak in the inner disc temperature (Tin ∼1.7 keV on MJD=55759.3).
The period of the "heartbeat" changed with time ( Figure 7 ) and it seems to have a decreasing trend.
Comparison with the BH binary GRS 1915+105

